HISTORY 2705E
The Western Tradition in International Relations Theory and Practice
Fall/Winter 2022-23
Thursdays 9:30-12:30 UC 2105
Course delivery in-person, synchronous

Instructor: Professor Oleksa Drachewych
Office Hours: TBA
Department of History, Office: Lawson Hall 2233
Email: odrachew@uwo.ca
This is a draft syllabus. Please see your course OWL site for the final syllabus.
Course Description:
The course examines historical international relations theory critically and in context, not only the "canon" of
Western thinkers but also international voices often marginalized in IR theory. In doing so, the course considers
the role of race, gender, imperialism, religion, and more in the development of IR theory.

Course Syllabus:
What is the lineage of ideas that brings us to modern understandings of international relations today? Focusing on
the “Western tradition,” this course will examine the works of prominent influences on international relations
theory from the ancient world to the present as philosophical texts, but also in context. In doing so, this course
will explore the interplay of how certain events influence major works, but also consider how some thinkers
influence others. The first half of the course will focus largely on thinkers prior to the “modern era.” The second
half will focus on international relations theories and their development in the nineteenth and twentieth century to
shed light on modern debates in present international relations. Students will gain an understanding in several
concepts such as just war theory, natural law, political realism, liberalism, and ideological IR theory. The course
will also explore how globalization, anti-imperialism, race, gender, and the environment have led to new
considerations in modern IR theory. In this course, students will also come to terms with the limits of the
traditional Western “canon” of IR theory. What is gained when considering the ideas of figures often not included
in the “canon?” What does placing “canonical” Western theorists and theories in context, highlighting the role of
imperialism or racism, to name two examples, do to our understanding and the applicability of their theories?

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of this course, successful students will be able to:
• Understand the major concepts in the intellectual history of international relations as shown through
major works by major thinkers in political and diplomatic thought
• Effectively read, critique, summarize and understand primary sources as major philosophical texts and as
historical artifacts
• Gain an appreciation for the historiography of international relations scholarship along with an
understanding of the context and lineage of certain philosophical concepts in international relations theory
• Communicate clearly and effectively an argument through class discussions and written assignments
As part of this course, there are a number of written assignments which will allow students to enhance their
understanding of IR theories or help students write concisely, clearly, and purposefully.

• Consider concepts of race, gender, and class in why certain voices are prioritized and others marginalized in the
“canon” of the “Western tradition” of IR theory
• Grapple with ways to think beyond the standard canon to develop a broader understanding of IR
• Through an interactive crisis simulation, students will work collaboratively with one another while
understanding the challenges in the application of major IR theories.

Course Materials:
Most materials will be linked via OWL, using ebooks or online sources. The following items will be made
available for purchase at the UWO Bookstore:
Required:
Stella Ghervas, Conquering Peace: From the Enlightenment to the European Union (Harvard University Press,
2021).
Patricia Owens, Katharina Rietzler, Kimberly Hutchings & Sarah C. Dunstan, Women’s International Thought:
Towards a New Canon (Cambridge University Press, 2022).

Course Structure:
This course will be a mixed of pre-recorded lectures, available on OWL, and in-class discussions. Class
discussions will vary between smaller groups and class-wide simulations and presentations. Class discussions will
take place in-person, unless otherwise indicated. More information regarding tutorials will be posted on OWL.

Methods of Evaluation:
Overview Assignment: 15%
Short Response Assignment: 10%
Final Assignment – International Relations Crisis Simulation: 35%
• In-class Participation/Group Collaboration: 15%
• Two Written Reports: 20% (10% each)
Final Take-Home Exam: 25%
Participation in Class Discussion: 15%
For all assignments, further instructions will be included on OWL.
Overview Assignment: Students will complete a 750 to 1000 word (not including footnotes or endnotes)
overview of a thinker or work discussed in History 2705E. This overview will cover the thinker, the context of the
works/thinker relevant to the class, and offer some strengths and limitations of the work/thinker’s ideas as relates
to international relations. Students will be assigned a thinker and work they will cover in their overview within the
first weeks of class.
This assignment has two steps. The first step requires students to submit their assignment by October 6. Students
can elect to submit a rough draft for initial feedback or a more polished draft to save time later. Feedback will be
returned within two weeks. Students who submit the assignment at the first deadline, on time, will receive the
opportunity to resubmit. The resubmission deadline is October 28. No late resubmissions will be accepted.
Students who complete the entire process, including resubmission, will have the opportunity to publish their
overviews on the History 2705E International Relations Thinker Database.

Short Response Assignment: Students will be required to write a 750-1000 word (not including footnotes or
endnotes) response to one of four questions regarding early course content. Responses will be marked on clarity
of writing, content, strength of arguments, and use of sources and research. Questions will be posted on OWL at
the start of the course and refer to course material covered before the Fall Reading Week. Deadline for
submissions is November 18.
Final Assignment: The final assignment in this course will be a crisis simulation taking place over the final weeks
of the course. The simulation will begin with an initial crisis and then students will negotiate and work with, or
against, one another, as other crises will take place. The end goal will be to find common ground between the
different schools of thought, resolving any crises and hopefully develop a balanced world system. The simulation
will be similar to Model UN Crisis Committees.
One’s mark will be determined by two items. The first will be based on the students’ involvement in the live
simulation taking place during class time. Students should be active in discussions, while also encouraging group
collaboration and teamwork. Marks will be determined through a mix of self-evaluation, peer evaluation and the
evaluation of the professor.
The second part of the mark will be determined by two 1000-1500 word (not including footnotes or endnotes)
written reports. The first report will be due February 10 and will use historical examples to inspire an analysis of
how a student’s assigned school of thought would respond to the initial crisis. The second report will be due on
March 24 and will be a reflection of some of the simulation’s events and discuss the challenges of implementing
a theory into practice. Though students will likely be influenced by their fellow classmates’ positions and ideas
throughout the simulation, students are responsible for their own written reports.
Information regarding the simulation will be posted on OWL in January.
Obtaining a passing grade on the final assignment is a requirement for passing History 2705E.
Exam: There is a final take home exam in this course. It will be cumulative and take place in the final exam
period. Students will have at least one full week to complete the take-home exam. It will be composed of two
essay sections.
Participation: Scheduled class time will be used for class discussion. Some weeks, the class will be separated into
three hour-long sessions; other weeks will have class presentations or simulations. Participation will be
determined by the quality of student contributions over the entire duration of the course. Students will be expected
to be prepared to discuss course readings and lectures each week. More information regarding tutorials will be
posted on OWL.

General Information about Submissions and Deadlines:
All assignments should be submitted online via OWL at 11:59:59 pm ET on its due date. The timestamp on
OWL will be considered final for any disputes regarding the punctuality of submissions. All written
assignments will require citations (endnotes/footnotes and bibliography) in the most recent version of Chicago
Style. Hardcopies are not required nor will be accepted.

Late Policy:
For all late assignments, a late penalty of 2% per day (weekends will count as one day) will be applied. Should
you require accommodation due to medical reasons or otherwise, please see the following section, contact
Academic Counselling or consult the History Course Must-Knows on the History Department website.

Additional Statements:
Please review the Department of History Course Must-Knows document,
https://www.history.uwo.ca/undergraduate/Docs/Department%20of%20History%20Course%20Must-Knows.pdf,
for additional information regarding:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Academic Offences
Accessibility Options
Medical Issues
Plagiarism
Scholastic Offences
Copyright
Health and Wellness

